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A partial view shows houses in the Kurdish town of Akre, 500 kilometers north of Iraq’s capital Baghdad. Concrete houses are nearly every-
where in Iraq, but the northern city of Akre likes to do things differently, opting for stone instead, reaping benefits in the fight against climate
change. — AFP photos

Men ride on a donkey in the Kurdish town of Akre, 500 kilometers north of Iraq’s capital
Baghdad.

H
idden inside pristine forests in
Chile’s deep south, known as the
end of the world, lie potential early

warning signs of climate change. Puerto
Williams on Navarino island, which is
separated from the South American
mainland by the Beagle Channel, is the
world’s southern-most town. Far from the
pollution that blights major urban and
industrial centers, it is a paradise that
provides unique conditions to study glob-
al warming. “There is nowhere else like
it,” Ricardo Rozzi, director of the Cape
Horn International Center for global
change studies and bio-cultural conser-
vation in Puerto Williams, told AFP.

It is “a place that is especially sensi-
tive to climate change” as average tem-
peratures do not rise above five degrees
Celsius. This cold and windy area is the
last inhabited southern frontier before
reaching the Antarctic. The ethnobotani-
cal Omora park is home to an immense
variety of lichens, mosses and fungi that
scientists study by crouching down onto
their knees with magnifying glasses. In
the crystal clear Robalo river, minuscule
organisms act as sentinels of the
changes produced by global warming. In

both the park and river, the alarm bells
are ringing.

Moss, lichen on the move 
At this latitude - 55 degrees south-cli-

mate change has an exponential effect
on flora that react by seeking out low
temperatures, said Rozzi, 61. “The most
obvious aspect of climate change is the
rising temperatures,” he said. “These
lichens cannot survive” if a certain
threshold is passed. To escape the high-
er temperatures, they move. “In the case
of (mosses) we’ve noticed that they have
moved. Before they were between 50
and 350 (meters above sea level) and
now they are between 100 and 400,”
said Rozzi.

He says Omora has more diversity
per square meter of lichens and mosses
than anywhere else in the world. They
also help to absorb carbon dioxide.
Another aspect is the elevational diversi-
ty gradient, an ecological pattern in
which biodiversity changes with eleva-
tion. The 700-meter high Bandera hill’s
biodiversity changes every 200 meters
and there is a mammoth 1.5 degrees
Celsius difference in temperature

between top and bottom.
“We can see what changes happen in

the high mountains and in the area close
to the sea in a very short distance, and
we can see how the temperature affects
the biodiversity that lives in this river,”
Tamara Contador, 38, a biologist at the

Cape Horn International Center, told
AFP. She studies the gradients them-
selves. If the height difference between
gradients rises or falls on the mountain,
scientists can determine whether there
has been a global change in tempera-
ture. They say there has been.

Avoiding ‘extermination’ 
“On a global level, the polar and sub-

polar ecosystems are the most affected
by climate change, so we are in a place
where climate change has a much big-
ger effect on biodiversity than other
places,” said Contador. River organ-
isms also form part of the alert system.
“The organisms that live here are also
indicators of water quality and global
environmental change,” added
Contador.

River organisms move about and
have already increased their reproduc-
tive cycle, says Rozzi. This confirms
there has been a small change to the
climate in the area that could have
been much greater elsewhere on the
planet. “Some insects that have an
annual eggs to larvae to adulthood
cycle are now having two cycles
because the temperature has risen,”
said Rozzi. By studying these organ-
isms and learning from them “we can
avoid crossing the threshold that brings
us to the extermination of humanity and
other life forms,” he added.— AFP 

As Iraq concrete
jungle swelters,
ancient stone 
houses stay cool

A
s the sun beats down on Iraq,
most people swelter in their con-
crete homes - but not the inhabi-

tants of one mountain town known for its
ancient and cool stone houses. Tracing
its roots back 2,700 years, the pictur-
esque Kurdish town of Akre says it is bet-
ter adapted to the modern-day perils of
climate change than other parts of Iraq.
“Stone houses are far more resistant” to
the rising temperatures and also pre-
serve the town’s unique character, said
Mayor Baland Reda Zubair.

“Cement radiates heat, raises temper-
atures and affects the environment,” said
Zubair of the building material that is
allowed only in outlying neighborhoods.
Many of Akre’s narrow alleyways can
only be navigated by donkeys and wind
through a historic city centre bathed in
the pale yellow and brown hues of the
locally quarried stone. Oil-rich Iraq is the
world’s fifth-most vulnerable country to
the effects of climate change, according
to the United Nations.

The Kurdistan region where Akre lies
suffers from heat and water scarcity like
the rest of the country. But while Iraqi
authorities have done little to address the
challenges, Akre, a city of 100,000 resi-

dents about 500 kilometers (311 miles)
north of Baghdad, believes sticking with
the old ways will help it adapt. Since
1991, when Kurdistan gained de facto
autonomy from Iraq, it has declared con-
crete off limits for construction and reno-
vation in the old city of Akre.

No air-con
An impressive building welcomes

those entering the old city. Dating to
1853, it is a remnant of the Ottoman
Empire that once ruled the area. “It’s an
old military barracks,” said Jamil Siddik,
a 63-year-old engineer who oversees
renovation works in the city.

The limestone used for renovation is
sourced from the mountains that sur-
round Akre, he explained. For its resi-
dents, “limestone is easy to use. It’s

cheap and available,” Siddik said. It also
provides great insulation. “Concrete
blocks may only be 20 centimeters (7.9
inches) wide, while the stones are 40 or
60 centimeters wide,” he said. Bewar
Majeed, 37, lives in the old city. By his
doorstep, kittens were playing in the sun,
as the temperature reached 40 degrees
Celsius (104 degrees Fahrenheit).

But inside the house, the rooms are
nice and cool thanks to its limestone
walls. “I don’t need an air conditioner,” he
said. “I have a small air cooler, which is
enough for me, and it’s less expensive.”
The city’s policy promoting stone over
concrete relies on public financing. For
years after 2011, public funds paid for
the renovation of 25 old houses and a
mosque. In 2014, however, funding was
suspended “because of the financial cri-

sis”, said Mayor Zubair. Now, he added,
old city residents may renovate or build
with their own money, so long as they
avoid concrete, or “eventually cover it
with stone”.

Tourist draw 
On top of the environmental benefits,

Akre’s conservation efforts aim to pre-
serve its heritage value and attract
tourism. According to the regional
tourism board, 1.7 million visitors came
to Iraqi Kurdistan during the first quarter
of 2022, the vast majority of them Iraqis.

The autonomous region has cultivated
an image of stability, distancing itself
from the violence that has engulfed other
parts of Iraq in recent years. Still,
Kurdistan hasn’t been entirely spared the
sounds of battle. Neighboring Turkey

regularly carries out military operations
there in its fight against the rebel
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK), which
has been designated a “terrorist” group
by Turkey and its Western allies. 

In July, artillery bombardment sever-
al dozen kilometers away from Akre
killed nine civilians, most of them Iraqi
holidaymakers. Baghdad blamed
Ankara, which denies the Iraqi claim.
But Akre’s residents shy away from pol-
itics. Ali, an ice cream vendor, said
tourists who are drawn to the town
bring him “joy”. “We get Iraqis,
Germans and French,” he added. “They
like our historic city centre.”— AFP 

A tourist takes pictures of the ‘miniature forests’ formed by moss and lichens at the Omora
ethnobotanical park in Navarino Island, Puerto Williams, Magallanes region, 2,400 kilometers
south of Santiago. — AFP photos

Tourists with hand-lenses observe the ‘miniature forests’ formed by moss and lichen at the
the Omora ethnobotanical park in Navarino Island.

Tourists take pictures at the Omora ethnobotanical park in Navarino Island, Puerto Williams, Magallanes region.

A partial view shows a stairway in the Kurdish town of Akre, 500 kilometers north of Iraq’s
capital Baghdad.

A man stands on the balcony of a stone building in the Kurdish town of Akre, 500 kilometers
north of Iraq’s capital Baghdad.


